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Exhibits: Not that PODers need it, here is an added incentive for visiting the Resource Fair. Marilla Svinicki and Bob Menges will hold a drawing for copies of New Directions for Teaching and Learning after the display. Stop by and leave your card to be eligible.

Where are those displays? On the River Deck Level (lower level), they will be in Yakima, Umatilla, and some in Willamette. Willamette also is the site of the Poster Sessions. During the poster sessions and the resource display, have "A Taste of Oregon"—wines, microbrews, cheeses, and fruit.

Sessions: The "Teaching and Technology: Charting the Connection" session originally scheduled for the Willamette Room will be held in Little Brickstones (restaurant, lobby floor, overlooking river) at 1:30.

Reactions of POD First-timers: Fully energized, Brett Ellis has outlined his work for the year, thanks to this conference. He'll be back next year to give us an update on his progress. If you are in the area, stop by to say "hi" at Brigham Young University-Hawaii.

Reynold Feldman (another Minnesotan, by golly!) says that there is a clear and present danger in the amount of variety and richness at this conference.

While you are still "high" on this conference, consider volunteering for next year's production. You can sign up at the registration table. Dave Graf will have a sign-up sheet out for that purpose.

"The only thing wrong with immortality is that it tends to go on forever." (Herb Caen)

Further recognizing the immortals at POD: Marilyn Leach also has 19 out of 19 conferences to her credit. Dan Wheeler tried to claim 20 but was restrained by the group. In reality, Dan, Joyce Lunde, and Glenn Erickson have attended 18.

Warning: Those who go out and "gorge" themselves on the field trip need not report for dinner tonight. "A waist is a terrible thing to mind." (Ziggy, Tom Wilson)

Connections: Do you know anything about evaluating studio courses? Chuck Spuches is interested in anything on that topic, from landscape architecture to art.

For everything you ever wanted to know about distance education and dare to ask, call Thomas Cyrs, 505-646-1019.

People who are either using e-mail in their classes or are interested in doing that, send your e-mail addresses to Bem Allen. bem_allen@ccmail.wiu.bgu.edu.
COMINGS & GOINGS:

Powell's Book (only) Bus leaves at 3:15 sharp from the front of the hotel.

Confirm your shuttle bus for tomorrow's departure by checking the POD Message Board. Pick up at the Jantzen Beach Red Lion will be five minutes earlier than the Columbia River RL-20 till and 12 after.

Checkout: The following information is from the management of The Red Lion. Check out time is noon. If you need to stay longer, luggage can be held at the bellstand. To ease the crush at check out, you may want to visit the front desk today to view your bill so that at check out there will be no surprises.

Participants will not be able to "check out" the day before, but will have the option of settling their bills with cash via estimated room and tax postings for that night.

All participants who have simply placed a credit card down may depart from the hotel on their departure date without stopping by the desk. However, if they want a copy sent to them of their charges, they must call or stop by the desk and ask for an "express check-out" and the bill will be placed under their doors by 6 a.m. Sunday.

Only dead fish swim with the stream.
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See Dan Wheeler or Bob Diamond